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STOCHASTIC PERTURBATIONS TO CONSERVATIVE
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS ON THE PLANE.

I: CONVERGENCE OF INVARIANT DISTRIBUTIONS

G. WOLANSKY

ABSTRACT. We consider a nonlinear system on the plane, given by an oscil-

lator with homoclinic orbits. The above system is subjected to a perturbation,

composed of a deterministic part and a random (white noise) part. Assum-

ing the existence of a finite, invariant measure to the perturbed system, we

deal with the convergence of the measures to a limit measure, as the pertur-

bation parameter tends to zero. The limit measure is constructed in terms

of the action function of the unperturbed oscillator, and the strong local L2

convergence of the associated densities is proved.

1. Introduction. Let

(1.1) z = b(z)

be a dynamical system on R2, where b is a divergence-free vector field. Assume,

moreover, that b is representable by a single-valued Hamiltonian H:

(1.2) h = VH=(-£-H,£-H),        (xy,x2) = zER2.

Consider now (1.1) with an initial probability distribution given by dp0 = p°dpL,

where p° is a differentiable density function and pL is the Lebesgue measure on

R2. The time evolution of p is given by the Liouville equation

(1-1') dp/dt + dHp = 0,    p(0)=p°

with
dH = VH ■ V.

A stationary density distribution of (1.1) is given by a stationary solution to (1.1'))

i.e. dfjp = 0. It is evident that there is an infinite number of stationary densities.

Let us consider a perturbation to (1.1)

(1.3) z = h(z) + £Q(z) + y/eW,

where W is a two-dimensional Brownian motion, Q is a deterministic vector field

on R2 and £ > 0. Scaling t by r = £t, (1.3) presents a diffusion process on R2,

whose generator is given by

(1.4) Le = idtf+ A + Q-V.
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If (1.3) is positively recurrent for some e > 0, then the process is ergodic (cf. [6]). In

that case, there exists a finite invariant distribution ps = pe dpL, pL the Lebesgue

measure on R2 (cf. [4]), where

(1.5) {LeYpe=0.

Here L* is the formal adjoint of L.

Our interests are the following:

(a) Under which conditions on H and Q is the process (1.3) positively recurrent

for e > 0 small enough?

(b) Assume (1.3) is positively recurrent for e > 0 small enough. Under which

conditions does

(1.6) lim p£ = p°

exist, where p° is a finite probability measure on R2? What is the nature

of the above convergence, and how does p° depends on both H and QI

On an intuitive ground, we expect that, if (1.6) holds, then p° is an invari-

ant distribution of the unperturbed process (1.1). If, in particular, p° admits a

differentiable density p°, then

(1.7) dHp° = 0.

Thus, if (1.6) holds, we may single out a stationary distribution of (1.1) which is

consistent with the given forcing Q. The convergence of (1.6) may be obtained

from the convergence of the semigroups TE associated with the diffusion process,

together with some assumptions (see below).

Proposition l.l. Assume

(1.8) lim T£(p)=T'?(tp)    V^eC°(R2), (eR+,

where the convergence above is uniform on each compact. Assume p£ is an invariant

measure w.r. to the process T£ and let M be the set of weak limits of pe, £ —► 0.

Let K be the set of invariant measures w.r. to T°.  Then M c K.

Proposition 1.1 is a special case of Lemma 4 in [7]. Assume the conditions

of this proposition. If, in addition (1.3) is positively recurrent for e > 0 small

enough, {p£}£>o is relatively compact in the weak topology and T° admits a unique

invariant measure, then we obtain the weak convergence in (1.6). Considering (1.3)

with (1.2) it seems natural to apply formal averaging to deduce the convergence

(1.8). In fact, we may single out any function of H as a slow variable and x2, say, as

a fast variable, and obtain the limiting diffusion as a function of H by averaging over

the fast variable. Using the averaging method, Proposition 1.1 and the assumption

thereafter, Khas'minskii [8] obtained the weak convergence of (1.6) for H given

by an harmonic oscillator. In a subsequent paper [9], he extended the proof to

a general Hamiltonian, provided the frequency of oscillations of the unperturbed

system (1.1) never vanishes. In that case, he got the limiting distribution p° in

terms of a density p° = p°(H).

If (1.1) admits orbits of zero frequency, the averaging method cannot be fully

justified. In particular, assume that (1.1) contains a homoclinic orbit. In that case,
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j. pair of slow-fast variables does not globally exist and (1.3) cannot be transformed,

even formally, to a system compatible with the usual averaging principle (see §2).

This is not just a technical difficulty, but an essential one, as homoclinic orbits

separate, in general, different modes of oscillations, so the future evolution of the

diffusion orbit is very sensitive near those particular orbits.

One may attempt to overcome this difficulty by using abstract homogenization

theorems which do not depend on a special coordinate representation. Kurtz [10]

had presented a convergence theorem of semigroups generated by the operators

(1.9) L£ = £~1B + A

where A, B generate strongly continuous, contraction semigroups, and both admit

a common core. Let P be the projection operator

(1.10) R(P) = N(B),    R(B) is dense in N(P).

Assume L° = PAP is a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T° on R(P).

If T£(t) is the semigroup generated by L£, then

(1.11) lim T£(t)tp = T°(t)tp,        tpER(P),
e—>0

holds in the space norm uniformly w.r. to t on bounded intervals [10, Theorem 2.1].

In order to apply Kurtz's theorem together with Proposition 1.1 to the present

case, we have to use the norm of uniform convergence, or at least a norm equivalent

to uniform convergence on compacts. In the present case, B = djj and a candidate

for the projection P is given by the limit

roo

(1.12) Ptp = lim X        extSttpds
A->0   Jo

where St is the semigroup generated by B, i.e., the time shift operator along the

orbits of (1.1). If H contains a homoclinic orbit and <p is a bounded, continuous

function, then the r.h.s. of (1.12) fails, in general, to converge in the uniform topol-

ogy since Ptp may admit a discontinuity along a saddle connection of H.   Thus

(1.10) is not satisfied, in general, for L£ defined by (1.4) on C°(R2) with the asso-

ciated sup norm. If we consider L£ on L2(R2), say, then (1.12) holds in the above

norm and (1.10) is satisfied [5, p. 516]. In this case, however, the limit in (1.11)

holds in L2, rather than uniformly, and we cannot apply Proposition 1.1 unless

some a priori estimate on p£ is known in advance.   Even so, the convergence in

(1.11) holds only on R(P), so the best we can get out of Kurtz's theorem and a

possible generalization of Proposition 1.1 is the weak convergence of the marginals

of p£ with respect to the cr-algebra generated by all functions in R(P) (in our case

the minimal a algebra generated by H). In order to prove the weak convergence in

(1.6) we have to remove this conditioning.

Another approach to the convergence of the diffusions is due to the martingale

formulation of the process. Such an attempt was carried out by R. Pinsky [11] and

M. Berger [2]. The above approach leads to a weak convergence of the martingale

solution of (1.3), and hence to the weak convergence of p£ on marginals. The weak

convergence of p£ is evaluated by proving asymptotic independence, at £ —► 0, of

the marginals of p£ with respect to the rr-algebras generated by N(P) and R(P),

respectively.
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In the present paper we are dealing directly with the convergence of the invariant

measures, while the convergence of the diffusion process is out of scope. We impose

the following standing assumption:

ASSUMPTION A. 1. The process (1.3) is positively recurrent for each e > 0.

2. The set of invariant measures {p£}, £ > 0, associated with (1.3) is relatively

compact in the weak topology of measures.

In a companion paper [12] we introduce and prove sufficient conditions for As-

sumption A. Here we take Assumption A for granted and prove the convergence

(1.6). The conclusions are stronger than in the previous approach (strong L2 con-

vergence vs. weak convergence of (1.6)) and rather general (existence of saddle

connections is permitted). The method is also applicable to nonlinear systems

with multiple frequencies, although the extension is nontrivial. We will deal with

multiple-frequency systems in a separate paper [13].

Our approach is based on a representation of an invariant measure to a diffusion

process due to Khas'minskii [6]. Let 71 be a closed counter in the phase space, and

let 72 be a second counter, contained in the interior of 71. Define the Markov time

due to a diffusion process parametrized by £:

(1.13) t£ = {init;z£(0) 671,z£(t) E 71 and 30 < s < t, z£(s) £72}

where z£ is a realization of the process.

Then the diffusion is positively recurrent if

(1.14) sup Eyr£ < 00.
2/STi

Since the diffusion is nondegenerate and all coefficients are smooth, (1.14) is equiv-

alent to

(1.15) sup Evt\ < 00
y€~l2

where t£ is the hitting time of 71 (cf. [3]).

Assume the process is recurrent. Then, one can define a stationary Markov chain

on 71 by realizations:

(1.16) z£(0)^z£(t)    Vz(0)G7i.

Since the diffusion is nondegenerate and 71 is compact, the above chain admits a

unique invariant distribution u£. Then, the invariant measure p£ of the diffusion

process is representable by

(1.17) jtpdp£ = C£ j  E£j£  p(z£(s))ds)v£(dy)

where C£ is a normalization constant given by

(1.18) C£ = y  E£y(T£)v£(dy)

and tp is any continuous bounded function (cf. [6]).

From (1.15) it turns out that the positive recurrency and weak compactness

of the invariant measures can be proved by estimates on rf.   This is gained by
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constructing barrier functions on the external domain Qy with the boundary 71

(see [3]).

In order to show the weak convergence of pe on some compact A' C R2, we have

to show the convergence of the r.h.s. of (1.17) given an arbitrary tp e Cq°(R2),

supported in K. In order to show strong L2 convergence of p? on K, the convergence

of (1.17) has to be uniform with respect to any tp supported in K in the unit ball

of L2(H2). Now, if K is included in the interior of 71, we may replace r£ by rf

in the integral of (1.17), where t2 is the hitting time of 72. Thus, the integral of

(1.17) is given, in this case, by

(1.19) C£ j  E£y ( P p(z£(s)) ds) v£ d(y) = C£ [  U£^(y)u£(dy)
■In       \Jo ) Jn

where <7* solves the Dirichlet problem in the bounded domain fi2 with boundary

72:

(1.20) L£Uf% = -tp,    C/£|72=0

(see [4]). Consequently the convergence of p£ on compacts is related to the con-

vergence of the solutions of a Dirichlet problem on bounded domains, while the

question of positive recurrency is related to estimates of barrier functions on an

external domain. The first question is treated in §3 (Theorem 2.1, §2), and the

second in [12]. In §2 we compute explicitly the limit distribution p° and state our

assumptions and main results.

2. Main results. Let b (1.1) be represented by a single-valued Hamiltonian

H.

ASSUMPTION B. H is C°° and admits a finite number of critical points. All

local maxima and minima of H are nondegenerate.

Assumption B permits us to deal with rather general flows of (1.1) on a bounded

domain. In fact, it can be generalized a great deal. On the other hand, no critical

points of H exist in a neighborhood of infinity.

j jex

s*-^""H^x y

a b

Figure 1
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From B we conclude that the phase space R2 is composed of a finite number

of bounded domains of oscillations, Qa, and a single unbounded domain Uex. The

boundary of each domain is composed of saddle connections (separatrix), i.e. level

curves of H which connect its saddle points. Each bounded component Qa contains

a unique center of oscillations za, which is either a local minima or maxima of H,

while Qex contains no critical point of H. In Figure la we see a typical example,

with Qa; a = I, II are the bounded domains associated with two different modes

of oscillations. Here, zq stands for the saddle point.

Each domain of oscillation can be mapped into a cylinder by a pair of canonical

variables (J,9), J E R+, 9 E S1. The action Ja = Ja(H) (Jex = Jex(H)) is

defined by the area enclosed inside the contour H = const.

(2.1) J(H)=i xydx2.
J H(z) = H

We shall use J(z) = J(H(z)) and J = J(H) freely in the text. Since H = H(J),

the dynamical system (1.1) takes the simple form

,„„, dJ        dH     n     d9     dH
(2'2) *—«- = ?'   d7=d7^(J)'

where oj(J) is the frequency of oscillations (cf. [1]). Thus, the phase space R2 is

decomposed into a finite set of finite cylinders, and a single, semi-infinite cylinder,

associated with the unbounded domain of oscillation (cf. Figure lb). By (1.2),

Ja(za) — 0. The upper boundary of a finite cylinder is mapped into a part of the

separatrix. Let Ja be the area of QQ. Then Ja = Ja on the upper boundary

of each finite cylinder. The lower boundary of the semi-infinite cylinder is also

mapped into the separatrix, and we define

(2.3) J-=7ex = £7Q

a

at the bottom of the semi-infinite cylinder, where a runs over all finite cylinders,

in consistency with the area interpretation.

As a particular example, consider H of the form

(2.4) H(xy,x2) = \x\ + U(x2).

If the potential U is quadratic

(2.5) U = \ui2x\

where w = const, then

.     H      1 (x\ 2\
J = — = - \-f- + ujx\\

uj      2\uj lj

is defined globally. There is no separatrix and the plane is mapped onto a single,

semi-infinite cylinder. Notice that, in this case

(2.6) \VJ](z) = 0(J1'2(z))=0(]z])

and AJ is a constant. In the general case we conclude from Assumption B that J

is approximated by a definite quadratic form near each center of oscillation. Hence

(2.6) is satisfied in a neighborhood of za and

(2.7) lim A J = const > 0

for each bounded cylinder Ua, J = Ja.
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Given a function ct on R2, we define ((a)) as a function on R2 by

(2.8) ((a))(z) = ff     a
J Js(z)

where S(z) is the bounded domain enclosed by the connected component of the

level curve of H = H(z). It is evident that ((a)) is not necessarily a continuous

function, even if a is. For smooth a, ((a)) admits, in general, a jump discontinuity

across the separatrix, and is smooth on fiex UQ f2a- Define

(29) ,fc-«v-q»
(   9) *       ((AJ)) •

The definition of ((Ad)) is not completely clear since AJ generally blows up near

a separatrix. We understand ((AJ)) by application of the divergence theorem, as

if J is smooth:

(2.10) ((AJ))(z) = f^fndT

where 7(0) is the counter of J = J(z), and J is given by Ja, Jex on each fia and

Vlex, respectively. Notice that Assumption B guarantees the positiveness of A J at

the centers of oscillations1 (cf. (2.7)). Thus

(2.11) lim xh = ^-P ^ ±00
J-»o A J   „_,

for any J = Ja in the bounded domain fiQ. Define

X(2) =  // _^;       zEna,

(2.12) JJJ(*)<J<J
X(z)=  //_ iP;        zEQex,

J JJ<J<J(z)

where J stands for Ja, J respectively, by the notation of (2.4). Notice that x

is a continuous function on R2 and \ — 0 on the whole separatrix. Define now a

measure p° given by the density p°:

(2.13) p° = Cex,     ffp°dxydx2 = l.

with C as a normalizing factor. The integrability of p° is assumed. (This is a direct

consequence of the sufficient conditions to Assumption A introduced in [12].) Define

(2-14) (o)(J) = ■£{(<?)),    J^JaJeX,      .

where ((a)) is taken as a function of J. We call (a) the average of a. Notice that

(a) is, in general, discontinuous across the separatrix. It is exactly the projection

operator P defined in (1.12). An equivalent definition is given by

'It was pointed to me by M. Berger that lim AJ > 0 at any minima (maxima) of H, wherever

degenerate or not. However, A J may be infinite in degenerate cases.
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where (o~)(z) = (a)(J(z)). Using (2.14) and the divergence theorem, we obtain

(2-15) (VJ-i/) = «V-ij»

for any vector field n and J ^ J. Letting n = Q and r\ = VJ in (2.15), we may

write (2.9) equivalently as

(2.10') </; = (VJ • VQ)/(|VJ|2).

THEOREM 2.1.   Under Assumptions A and B, there exists a unique limit

(2.15) lim p£ = p°
£-►0

where p° is given in terms of the density p° (2.13), and the limit (2.15) is the strong

limit in the L2oc(K2) sense (i.e. the densities associated with p£ converge strongly

in L\oc).

In particular, we conclude that {p£} admits a density p£ in L2oc(R2), uniformly

bounded in the norm w.r. to e > 0 on each compact.

In the next section we prove Theorem 2.1. By (1.20) and the remark thereafter,

it is related to estimates of the solutions to the Dirichlet problem on bounded

domains.

3. Convergence in the internal domain. Define a contour 7" ("ff) in Qa
(Qex) as

7j = {z; J(z) = J}

where 7,7 = 7" (l6/) for J(z) = Ja(z) (Jex(z)), respectively, and J > 0 is a fixed

constant. Given Ji > J , i = 1,2 (see 2.3), define 7* = 7^ i = 1,2. Let fij,

i = 1,2, be the bounded, simply connected domains in R2 with boundaries given

by 7i, i = 1,2, respectively. By definition H2 3 fii D (Ja Qa.

Figure 2

Let K C R2, a compact set, and choose Jy for which K C int(fh). Let

BK = {tp E C^(Q2), |M|L2 = 1,suppp C K}.

For each e > 0 we define pe as the stationary measure due to the process (1.3),

normalized by /n   dp£ = 1, and p£ is the associated density on Qy.

By (1.17)-(1.20) we may present p£ on fii by

(3.1) f   pdp£= [   U£v(y)du£(y)/ f   Uf (y) dv£(y)
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where [/£ (Uf) solves the Dirichlet problem (1.20) on Q2 with r.h.s. given by tp E

Bk, In,, respectively.

We restrict ourselves, from now on, to the special case of Assumption B where

the phase space includes a single homoclinic orbit (see Figure la). The proof in the

general case is a direct generalization of this special case.

For each tp E LK we define U° on Q2 as follows:

(a) f/° = U®(J) on each domain of oscillations Qa, a = I, II, and Qex fl Q2.

It is smooth on each of the above domains.

(b) On each domain of oscillation, U^ satisfies

(3-2) (L£Ul) = -(p).

where the average (•) is defined by (2.14).

(c) f/° is a continuous function on O2.

(d) The total flux of C/° on the homoclinic orbit is zero, i.e.

(3.3) f     £-U°+[      fu°+[      f^ = °Jan, dn   *    Jd0ll dn   v    Jdn*x dn   v

where n is the outward normal vector to each of the above domains. By

(a) above and the area interpretation of J (see (2.3)), (3.3) is rewritten,

using (2.4'), as

(3.3')  <|VJ'|2>7,^|_  +(|VJ/7|V TjUl\_    = (\VJex\2)T* ijU°J\_ex ■

(e) U°\j=j2=0.

We define Uy by conditions (a)-(e) where (tp) is replaced by In, in (b).

LEMMA 3.1. There exists a unique £/£, (Uy), satisfying (a)-(e). If p° is given

by (2.16), normalized by //n  p° = 1, then

(3-4) /   p\ = Ul(Jy)/U°y(Ji),    ^ElK.

PROOF. We prove existence and uniqueness by construction. From (a,b) and

some manipulations we obtain, on each domain of oscillation (see (3.20) in [12])

(35) —U° =_-_e-x(J)+ e"X(J)   (J e^Hto), ,ds
[     ' dJf      (|VJ|2) (\VJ\2)J0 W(»)a».

for arbitrary constants /?, C and x = x(J) defined by (2.12) separately on each

domain. From (3.5) we obtain the flux due to £/° on each contour 7S in any of the

domains

(3.6) f  A[/0 = (|VJ|2> Af/o        =Ce-x(s)+e-x(s) fSex(n){<p){u)du
J~l, °n aJ J=s JO

Consider the bounded domains of oscillations Qa, a = I, II. By (a), C = 0, so

(3.7) j    ^U°+j    £.(% = j\^(tp),u)du + f" e^(tp),u)du.
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Notice that, by (2.12), x(Ja) = x(J€X) =0,a = I, II.

Consider now the external domain Qex. Letting /3 = J    in (3.5), C is determined

by (3.7) due to (d) and the remark above. Hence for J = Jex

(3.8)
A p~x(J)        pJi fJn rJ

d7^=7jVj|2)   JQ    exiuH<P)udu +J      e*M(<p)udu + J     e*M(<p)udu   ,

J = Jex> Tx,

while, for J = Ja in any of the bounded domains Qa:

(3.9) -U° = -^j^Jo   e*^(tp)(u)du,        J = Ja<Ja.

Combining (3.8) and (3.9) and using the area interpretation of J (2.3), we may

rewrite both (3.8) and (3.9) as

<"°>      Tjv^WJV)IL,,^l''){v)(Z'Wdl'-      °iJ-h-

Using (3.10), (c) and (e), we conclude

(3.11) U°(J) = -j\-^)(\VJ]2)-1 {jae*W(<p).u)d^ ds.

Up satisfies conditions (a)-(e) and is unique by construction.   Similarly, Uy  is

uniquely defined by (3.11) with (tp) replaced by lr^. (3.11) can be written as

(3.12) U°(J)= ['jr(u)e*M{<p)[u)du
Jo

where

(3.13) JT(ti) = - f 2 l(u< s)|(|VJ|2)|^e-x(s> ds.
J j.

Since supp(p) C K C Qi and, by (3.13), 3?(u) = JT(Ji) for 0 < u < Jy, we

conclude from (3.12)

U°(Ji)=3r(Jy) [ l e^uHp)(u)du
(3-14) Jo

= 3?(Jy) jj expdzdz.
J J{z;J(z)<J}

On the other hand, letting tp = lill in (3.11) and comparing to (3.14), we obtain

(3.15) U*(Jy)=5?(Jy)j     e^du,
Jo

and (3.4) follows by (3.14), (3.15).    □

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now a direct consequence of the following lemma:
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LEMMA 3.2.   Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1

(3.16) limsnp\Uf$(y)-U°(Jy)\=0

holds uniformly for tp E Bk and tp = lni.

Indeed, we obtain weak convergence of the fii normalized distributions p£ by

(3.1) and by the fact that v£ are probability distributions on 71. By (3.4) the above

limit is given by dp? = p°dpL. Since the convergence in (3.16) is uniform w.r. to

tp E Bk, we also obtain the strong L2(Qy) convergence for the associated densities.

Lemma 3.2 is a consequence of the following lemmas.

LEMMA 3.3. (a) For each periodic orbit 7 of the unperturbed system (1.1) (i.e.

for each level curve of H not containing critical points) there exists a constant

(7(7) < 00, independent of e, and tp e Bk, where

(3.17) oscX < e1/4C(7)(l + ||VC^||l2).

(b) Let z E Q2, VH(z) ^ 0. Then there exist a 6 neighborhood of z, Vs(z), and

constantsCy(z),C2(z) independent ofe andtp E Bk, such that, for anyx,y E V0(z)

(3.18) \U$(x) - U£r(y)\ < [Cy(z)]x - y]1'2 +£1/4(72(*)](1 + ||V£/£||L2).

LEMMA 3.4.   There exists C independent of £ and p E Bk, where

(3-19) l|V^||L2(n2) < C,

provided £ is small enough.

Given 6 > 0, consider the neighborhoods of the centers and the homoclinic orbits

defined by

Va = {Ja;Ja<6},        a = 1,11,

Vh=    [j   {Ja;0<Ja-Ja<6}u{Jex;Jex<Jex<Tx+8}.

a = I,II

Define

U°/(J) = U°(J)    for J = JexE (Qex\Vh) n fi2,

U°/(J) = K\j=j<*=T*+o    iorJEVh,

UQ/(J) = U°(J) + U°/]jzv» ~ K\j=la-6    on n«\Va,

u0/(J) = u°/\J=Ja=la   onF.

Notice that U®'S is a continuous function on fi2 and smooth on

fi2\ I       (J   dVa   UdVh    .
V   a=I,II J

Moreover, on each Va, a = I, II and Vh, U°'s is a constant. Moreover, U®'S(J2) =

U°(J2)=0 (see Figure 2).
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LEMMA 3.5.   There exist C(6),g(6) independent of'£,p

lim g(6) = 0
6-.oMV '

where

(3.20) ||VC/- - VC/°^||L2(n2) < £1/4C(<5) + g(6).

The proof of Lemma 3.2 follows directly from (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20). In fact,

the r.h.s. of (3.20) is arbitrarily small for a proper choice of S and e. Since Up — U®'6

satisfies the homogeneous boundary condition on 71 by the remark above, we can

estimate Up - U®'6, restricted to 71, as arbitrarily small in Lp(^y), 1 < p < 00.

By (3.17) and (3.19) the last estimate can be extended to p = 00 and Lemma 3.2

follows.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. We define du as in §1. U^ satisfies the inequalities:

(3.21) ]\dHU£JL2 < £XI2C(1 + ||Vt/£||ia),

(3-22) l|V3ff£/£||i2 < C(l + \\VU^\\La),

where C is a constant independent of e and tp E Bk ■ We will introduce the proofs

of (3.21) and (3.22) later on.

Let zo E Q2, VH(zo) ^ 0. On a small neighborhood V(zq) of zq we may define

local coordinates (s,t) and the associated mapping: q(s,t) E V(z0) subject to

(3-23) ^|     =VH(q(s,t)).

We may assume that V(zq) contains the rectangle q{—T < t < T,—s < s < s}.

Define

x(s) = U£p(q(s,0))-U£v(q(s,T)).

Then, for sy,s2 E [—s,s]

\[S\(s)dS\= \r (T §-U£p(q(s,t))dtds
\Jsi I \Js,    Jo     ot

(3.24) =11   dHU£p(q(s,t))dtds
Jo  Jo

<Tl/2|Sl_52|l/2  (jSjT^dHU£v\2dtds\ ,

where we used (3.23) in the second equality above. By (3.21) we estimate

(3.25) f2 x(s)ds <T1/2|Sl-S2r/2e1/2C(l + ||V^||L2).
J Si

Next, consider

(3.26)

\X(S1)-X{S2)]=   fj f' ~Uv(q(s,t))dsdt

r  -   t 2      "il/2

^^-^/2^[ij_Ti^M^)) dsdt .
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Changing variables and using (3.22),

(3.27) |x(si) - XM\ < \si - s^T^C max \^^\   ' (1 + ||V£/J||La).

From (3.27)

ini    X(s) > X(0) - (2§)1^T1/2C(z0)(l + ||VC£||La).

Hence, by (3.26) and a simple manipulation

X(0) < C(z0)T1l2(l + ||Vf/^|U2)[e1/2(2S-)-1/2 + (2s)1/2].

Setting 2s = e1/2

(3.28) x(0)<£1/4C(z0)(l + ||Vt/£|U2).

Given 7 as in Lemma 3.3(a) we use a finite covering of 7 and (3.28) to obtain (3.17).

In order to prove (3.18), notice that

K(q(sy,ty))-U£p(q(s2,t2))

(3.29) <r-i|x(si)_x(s2)|+ £ \U£p(q(sl,tl))-T-1X(sl)].

i=l,2

The first term in (3.29) is estimated by (3.26) and the second by (3.17). (3.18) is

now obtained by transforming back to the original coordinates.

We turn now to the proof of (3.21)-(3.22). Consider (1.20) in the weak form

(3.30) - f   VUV ■ W + - j   VdHU£p + [   VQ-VU£p= f   tpV,
Jn2 £ Jn2 Jn2 Jn2

V E Hq(Q2). Since dfi2 = 72 is a level curve of H and all the coefficients are

smooth, we may substitute V = d#£/£ in (3.30). This yields

-f   ]dHU£p\2=   f   tpdHUp- f   (dHU£p)Q-VUp
(3.31) J"2 Jn2 J"2

+ [   VU£p- VdHU£p.
Jn2

Using the identity

(3.32) VdH = dHV-[dHa,dHa],    Hi = dH/dxi:

where [•, •] stands for the Lie brackets, we evaluate the last term in (3.30) by

f vu£pd„vu£p- f vu£p-]d„„dH2]up.
Jq2 Jn2

The first term in (3.32) is identically zero, while the second term is estimated by

CIIVC/^II^. Using the above estimate, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the

assumption ||^||l2 < 1 due to the definition of Bk, (3.30) yields

(l/e)\\dHU°Jl2 < C[||V^|||2 + ||tf«||La + \\d„Uv\\L2\
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and (3.21) follows. To prove (3.22), substitute U = d2HUp in (3.30). (Again, this

is a legitimate test function.) Thus we get

f   VUp ■ Vd2HU% = - f   tpd2HU£p + f  (d2HU£p)Q • VU£p

+ -I (dHU£v)d2HU£p.
£ Jq2

Notice that the last term on the r.h.s. of (3.33) is identically zero. Applying twice

the identity (3.31) on the l.h.s. of (3.33) we obtain

(3.34) /   VU$ ■ Vd2HU£p = f   VU£p-dH(VdHU£p)- f   Vt/£ • [dHl,dH2]VU£p
Jn2 Jn2 Jn2

and

(3.35) /   VUv-dH(VdHUv)= [   \VdHU£p]2- f  [dHl,dH2]Up-VdHU£p.
Jn2 Jn2 Jn2

A substitution of (3.34)-(3.35) in (3.33) and an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality, together with the condition tp E Bk, yields (3.22).      □

PROOF OF  LEMMA  3.4.   Let p be a measure on fi2, given by a continuous

density dp = pdpL, p > 0.   Assume, moreover, that p admits a first derivative

jump across a closed contour 7 c Q2, and smooth on Q2\^. For any U E C2(fi2),

U\an2 = 0 define the quadratic form

(3.36)

BP(U, U)= f PUL£U = - f   p\VU\2 + \ f      U2(L£fp - \ I U2 [|£J ,
J Jn2 l Jn2\i l v-y      l°n.

where L£ as given in (1.4). The last term in (3.36) is a boundary integral which

comes out due to the integration by parts, [dp/dn] is the jump of the derivative of

p normal to 7, across 7. Let p° be given by (2.13). Then it follows, as expected

(L£)>° = e    onfi2\dfi-, (0=0.

Evidently, £ is independent of £ since p° = p°(J), and is bounded on any compact

in fi2\dfiea:. Define p0-* by the same role as U°-s, i.e., p°'s = p° on Qex\Vh, p°>6 =

P°\j=j,x=T*+6 0n V^ P°'6 = P° + lPj~+6 -^„-«] °n n<*\ya and P°'6 = P°W °n

Va, a = I, II. Thus, p0,s is continuous and admits a jump in the normal derivatives

across dVa, a = I, II, and dVh. Hence

(L£)*p°'6=t:    on(fiexnfi2)\V'\

(L£)*p°'s = -(V-Q)p0'6    onV\

(L£)*p°'S = c:-(V-Q:)A%    onQa\(VhUVa),        a = 1,11,

where

and (L£)*p°>s = -(V ■ Q)/P<s onVa,a = I, II.
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Substituting p°>6 for p, Up for U in (3.36) and using (1.20) we get

(3.38)

f P°'s\vup\2= f p^u£ptp+l-f ]u£p\2(L£yP°'s
Jn2 Jn2 L Jci2

Let0<m = infn2 P°'*, M = supn2 p0'8. The l.h.s. of (3.38) is estimated by

(3-39) /   P°'*|Vc/£|2>m||V«7£||22.
Jq2

We now estimate the r.h.s. of (3.38) term by term

A. Estimate on /n p°>sUpp

(3.40) 1/   p°'sU£pP <M||t£||L2,
\Jq2

by definition of Bk ■

B. Estimate on

(3.41) \f   \U£p\2(L£yP°'s.
L Jn2

We rewrite (3.41) as

\{f We-/ P*m2v-Q
1 {Jn'*ri(n2\vh) Jv

(3 42) +   E   / W(€-V-QA?)
VAZ> aZ?nJna\(v»uv°)

-  E  /  W-'v-gf.
a=i,nJv J

The first term in (3.42) is written as

(3-43) \f (]U£p]2)t:+l-f (]Up\2 - (]U£p\2)^.
* Jn"c\(n2\vh) l Jsx**c\(£i2\yh)

The first term of (3.43) is identically zero since (f) = 0. By (3.17),

(3.44)        ]\U£p\2-(\U£p\2)\<£1/iC(6) sup |C£|-(l + ||VE£||i2),
o2\(vhuv'uv")

where

C(6) = sup <7(7),
~tcn2\(vhuv>uv")

C(7) defined in Lemma 4.3(a). Notice that Q2\(VhUVI UV11) includes no critical

points of VH. From Lemma 4.3(b) we conclude that

(3-45) sup]Up]<C(V)(l + ]\VUp\\L2)
v
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for any compact set V C Q2, not including critical points of VH. Let C(V) = C(6)

for V = Q2\(Vh U V1 U V11). In addition, we may assume supy |£| < C(6).

Combining (3.43)-(3.44) we estimate the second term of (3.43), hence the first

term in (3.42), by

(3-46) \ I / \U£p]2i < eV'cHm + \\VU£p]]L2)2.
L \Jv

The second term in (3.42) is estimated by

\ f P°'6]u£p]2v-Q ̂ supiv-giip^)]1/2^
(3.47) 2  Jv» n2

<AriL(Vh)]1/2\]VU£p\]l2,

J£ independent of e, 6 and <p and pL is a Lebesgue measure. In a way similar to

(3.46)-(3.47), the last two terms in (3.42) are estimated by

(3.48) eW&VXl + \\VU£p]\L2)2 + (A1, + ^)J\]VU£p\]l2

+ J](pL(V1))1/2 + (pl(V"))1/2]||V[/£||22,

which, together with (3.46)-(3.47) provides the estimate of (3.41) (A" as defined

in (3.37)).

C. Estimate on

(3-49) -\ I      \U£p]2](d/dn)p°'%
* JdVa

By definition of p° and (2.14'), (3.49) is estimated by

An0 rlrP
(3.50) ^j(6) (]U£pVJ]2)(6) < aJL(8)sup\VJ]2(]U£p\2)(6).

Given J° < JQ, we obtain

(\U£p\2)jo - (\U£p\2)s = —J    (\U£p\2(J°,9) - \U£p\2(8,6))d6

(3.51) i   r2- rj0      d     2

where we used the (J, 9) coordinate representation of Up. The last term above is

estimated by

(3.52) sup   {IVJr^HE^IUJVt^Ui,.
6<J<J°

For J = s < Jo small enough we use the assumption of nondegeneracy of the critical

point at J = 0 (Assumption B) to obtain

(3.53) C*is1/2 < inf ]VJ] < sup |VJ| < C2s1/2,
J=s J=s

(see (2.6)), Using (3.50)-(3.53) we estimate (3.49) as

(3.54) ̂̂ I^KI^n^+Ci^-^II^II^IIV^II^l^CT + ̂ ^IIVc/^lll,
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where C is independent of S,£,tp E Bk- In (3.54) we used Lemma 3.3(b) to obtain

an independent bound on (\Up\2)jo.

D. Estimate on

(3-55) \<f     (d/dn)p^]U£p]2.

Since p0'6 = const on Vh, p0'6 = p° up to a constant on Q2\(VhUVI UV11), (3.55)

is written as

(3.56) \ M    ]U£p]2Vp° -n-jt \U£p\2VpG -n-j^ ]U£p\2Vp° ■ n  ,

where
^ = dVh C\Qex,    -ia = dVhnQa,        a = 1,11.

Let
d(6) = max[dist(7ei,7/),dist(7ei,7//)].

Given zy on the homoclinic orbit, VH(zy) ^ 0, and using both parts of Lemma

3.3, we obtain

(3.57) sup  ]U£p(z) - U£p(zy)\ < (£^(6) + Cd1'2(8))(l + ]]VU£p]]L2),
zeav

where C above is independent of e,S,tp E Bk- In addition, by Lemma 3.3(b),

(3-58) \Up(zy)\<C(l + \\VUp\]L2)

since Zy is fixed (independent of 6).

Combining (3.56), (3.57), we estimate (3.55) by

(3.59)

ci  f     Vp°n + (£''^(6) + Cd1'2(8)) f     \Vp° ■ n]) (1 + \\VU£p\\L2)2.
I JdVh JdVh )

In the first term above n is understood as the unit normal in the direction outside

Vh. By (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) we obtain

(3.60)

I /     Vp° • n  < AJ7 ~6)(Q- VJ}7,_6 + (Q ■ VJ)7lI_g - (Q ■ VJ)T.+S
IJ dVh

+  max (|A||, |Af |) max ((Q ■ VJ)^ = 1I,1II,1ex)

where A£ is defined as in (3.37).

Using the divergence theorem, the first term in (3.60) is written as

(3-61) p°Q' -6) jj   V-Q<CpL(Vh),

and the second term of (3.60) is estimated by

(3.62) cf   \V-Q\- max(|A||,|Af|)<Cmax(|A||,|A^).
Jn2 a=I,II d=I,II

Using (3.60)-(3.61), we estimate (3.59), hence (3.55), by

(3.63) C]pL(Vh) +  max |A?| + £^^(6^d1'2(6)](l + ]]VUp\]L2)2.
a=I,II ^
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Substituting the estimates for A, B, C and D in the r.h.s., using (3.39) for the l.h.s.

of (3.38), we obtain

(3.64)
m||V^||22 < M\\U£p\\L2 +C]C(6)£1/' + |A|| + |A^| + (p^V1))1'2

+ (p^V11))1'2 + pL(Vh) + d1'2(8) + C6l'2\(\\VUv\\Li + l)2 + C8.

Notice that pL(Va), pL(Vh)A% (a = I, II) and d(6) are arbitrarily small for 6

small enough. Taking 6 small enough, then e small enough in (3.64) we obtain

(3-65) ||VC/-«||£a< Cy\\Uv\\L2 +g(6),

Cy independent of e, 6, lim«_0 ff(<5) = 0, and p E BK- (3.65) and the homogeneous

boundary condition of Up yield (3.19).    □

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. Let U°'s be as defined (see paragraph preceding

Lemma 3.4) and p°'S be as given in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let Wp'6 =Up- Up'6.

Then, by definition

L£Wp'6 = -tp + L£U°p   onK,        V = Q2\(VI\jVIIUVh),

L£Wp'S = -tp    on fi2\V = V1 U V11 U Vh

and

(3.66) /   p°<sWv'sLeWv's = f      p°'s(-p + L£U°p)W£p'6 + \ f p°'6W£/p.
Jn2 Jci2\v * Jv

Integration by parts on the l.h.s. of (3.66) yields

/   p°<s\VWp<s\2 =  f       p°'6(-<p + L£U°)Wp>6 + \f p°'6W£/p
Jn2 Jn2\v 2 Jv

(3.67) +\f   \W%s\2(L*Yp°>6
1 Jn2

The estimate on the r.h.s. of (3.67) is essentially the same as that of (3.38) in

Lemma 3.4. In fact, W£'s satisfies, by its definition, the same a priori estimates as

Up given by Lemma 3.3. There are only two points we have to consider:

(a) The first two first terms on the r.h.s. of (3.67) replace the first term on the

right of (3.38). Since (-p> + L£U°) = 0 on fi2\V, and p0'6 = p°'s(J) we may replace

Wp'6 by Wp'6 - (Wp,s) in the first term above. Thus we estimate this term by

(3.68) M\]-p + L£Up]\Li{v) sup]Wp'6 - (W£B)\,

and \W£6 - (Wp_'6)\ = ]Up - (Up)\ < Ce1/4 on V by Lemma 3.3(a) and Lemma

3.4. We only have to check ||£££^||li(v) < G(6) independently of tp E Bk- This

follows from the definition of U° (3.11) and the inequality

HMIk < C\]p]\Ll < C'\]p]\L2 <C,        tpE BK.

The second term on the right of (3.67) is estimated by

Kll^ll^lklU,^^))1/2^^^^!!^^^))1/2,
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jince ||^||l2 < 1 and by the Sobolev inequality. Hence

(3.69) /   p0'6(-tp + L£W£p'6)<C(8)£1li + C(pL(V))1'2]]VW£p'6]]L2
Ja2

replaces the estimate on /n  p°'6tpUp in (3.40).

(b) The last term on the right of (3.67) is due to the jump in normal derivatives

of Wp'6 across dV. It does not appear in (3.38) since Up is smooth. In fact,

and is estimated by an analysis similar to C, D of the previous proof.

Note that ||W£'*|U2 admits the same estimate as ||[/£||l2. The desired inequality

(3.20) follows by collecting all the estimates, as in Lemma 3.4, where (3.40) is

replaced by (3.69).    □
By the remarks following (3.16) and (3.20) we have completed the proofs of

Theorem 2.1.    □
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